
Basketry at CNCH 2022 — Spring: Creative Resilience

Three diverse basket makers are coming to teach in May 2022 at the Conference of Northern California 
Handweavers (CNCH) www.cnch.org in San Mateo. There are several criteria considered when selecting 
instructors.

1. Are the skills relevant to the proposed audience?
2. Are the classes offered elsewhere in the area?
3. Are the teachers expert in the area being taught?
4. What skills are being taught?
5. Which classes offer popular skills and or difficult skills?
6. Is there variety in the baskets being taught?
7. Have these skills been taught at CNCH before?
8. Are material fees inline with other basket classes?
9. Can non basket makers participate without buying equipment?

Taking all these points in mind, the instructors were selected.

Anne Bowers (Heirloom Baskets) is an expert in Ribbed 
Baskets. Her classes in other regions of the country are popular 
and sell well. Rib placement in constructing a basket is vital to the 
integrity of the form. Learning this skill will open doors for many 
styles of basketry, even free form, and sculptural weaving. 
Learning to measure, shape, and anchor ribs is a cross over skill 
adaptable to any medium. It is used it reed, cane, and gathered 
natural and wild materials.

Her 6-hour class offers the opportunity to learn the basics of rib 
construction. You make a small square bottom basket that can 
have many uses in the home or yard, even just for display.

Her advanced class is for those who have done some rib 
construction and want to expand their skill into sculptural forms. 
There are so many weavers who are branching into freeform 
basketry for display pieces and competitions. The Spiral Shell 
basket is Anne’s creation. This class is extremely popular around 
the basketry world. It is going out of the box big time. Despite its 
exotic shape it combines some fairly common materials to to 
achieve its unique appearance. A wooden stick, sea grass, and 
reed are the basic materials. You make something unusual in this 
9 hour class. Sign up now for both of her classes for the best 
experience in rib basketry.

The next teacher is Pam Milat. These basket classes were chosen 
to give the student a different experience. In Bowl of Color, using 
reed we delve into Twill pattern, Cat Head construction, and Start-
Stop weaving in many colors, and then switching to round reed to 
weave the dreaded Gretchen border. Learn this border and you will 
want to do more to show off your new skill. This is one of the most 
difficult techniques in basketry. Be the first in your guild to master 
it. Working with vibrant colors you personalize your basket. Making 
a cat head base is another skill used in several baskets.

http://www.cnch.org
http://www.cnch.org


Black Velvet basket introduces you to an area of basketry not 
seen often in California. Using a wooden base and inserting the ribs,
(staves) is a skill used in Nantucket Baskets. Here we are using 
reed, a readily available material to create a visually striking basket. 
Learn how to space the ribs/ staves evenly, upset them and learn a 
twill pattern to weave the sides of the basket. Complete the basket 
with a lashed border. Working in black is a new experience. Those of 
us challenged by twill will have a great time learning to count to 7 all 
over again. Most weavers will definitely finish this basket in the 
allotted time. Enjoy Pam Milat classes. Or mix it up with one from 
each.

Another challenging basketry skill is available with Put a Hex in It, by our very 
own Barbara Shapiro. This class was offered in 2020 but, as you know, the 
conference was canceled. Her teaching skill is unmatched locally. She has 
mastered this unusual technique and freely shares it with all. She has designed a 
few projects using this technique and will be teaching them to you in this one day 
class.

Baskets are popular and have been enjoyed for centuries as household 
necessities, for storage, carrying goods, and as lunch boxes. Now they are a 
collector items in museums and private collections around the world. You can see 
them in life style displays regularly. As a basket maker student, you will be 
continuing one of the oldest life skills, and pass it on to a new generation.

Join the CNCH2022 Basket Classes. See you there.
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